WELCOME TO THE SMALL ISLANDS OF THE FUTURE COMPETITION!
Welcome to the « Islands of the future » competition!

Organized as part of the 6th edition of CELEBRATE ISLANDS whose theme is «History for the future», this competition appeals to the great inventive minds of Nature's small protectors all around the world! It's up to you to imagine innovative and futuristic solutions for the sustainable management of tomorrow's small islands!

COMPETITION TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Tools: To participate to the competition, here is the kit available:

> The « Small guide for great ideas »: this booklet explains the 7 topics on which you will think: Governance • Human activities • Water • Energy • Waste • Biodiversity and ecosystems • Landscape

> 3 Islands models: each island has constraints and specificities. Imagine that you land on one of them and you have to imagine its future. You can choose which one you will work on!

Estimated activity time: ½ day to 1 day

Final project to be sent: The format is completely free; the most important is that we can see all your sustainable and futuristic proposals. It can be in the form of drawings, plans, texts, poems, films... It is up to you to invent the best form to present your project.

To choose the best project, the jury will rely on the originality of the proposed solutions and taking into account the themes and constraints of the chosen island.

Competition deadline: June 7th 2019
Documents have to be sent to international@conservatoire-du-littoral.fr

Competition results: June 14th 2019

Now, it's your turn to play! Many gifts to win!
The winning projects will be presented everywhere on the planet!